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Attachment 2
Allocution Letter
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1) What are your best accomplishments?
As I look back at my life helping family and others. The little things, loving my mother taking
care of her when there was no one else, spending the last years together when there was no
one else. That is my best accomplishment taking care of the helpless to serve my penance.
2) What are your best attributes?
In the real world I like to be warm, friendly, loyal, dependable, open minded, thoughtful, wise,
mature, courageous, observant, punctual, logical, self reliant, independent, patient, perceptive,
ambitious, respectful, appreciative.
3) What have you done that you are most proud of?
Takeing care of my mom 8 years before her death gave me appreciation for life and death. I
wasn’t there most of my life so I gave mine to hers. My mom took care of me when I was young
it was the least I could do.
4) What are my short term goals?
Well it would be nice to learn a real marketable skill that could be used to lead to real
employment. Something I could do in the real world.
5) What are your long term goals?
Well if I do go to prison I lose all my healthcare. So first and foremost I will need to reestablish
insurance and paperworks since I won’t have a car and I may not have a home and I won’t be
take into halfway house (since I can’t walk good to work for a job that’s only in Grand Rapids) at
that time since my health may be much worse I will most likely file for disability which won’t
bring the money I need for the fines, fees, and restitution.
6) Why is your offense serious?
It is serious because I broke someone’s trust.
7) How would leniency promote your respect for the law?
I have kept out of trouble for almost 30 years. I have done fine overseas where I was respected
and honored for my experience. My issue was not respecting the law by the dire issue I was
faceing at the time. I just made a very bad choice.
8) What do you believe to be a just punishment for your offense and why?
I belief if you take away the unbelievable amount the prosecution is claiming and use the
amount I plead guilty to 43,00 then the guidelines relate to around 12 months. I belief home
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confinement and arrest should be fair and trust I am hoping to find employment some able to
pay the restitution within the time of sentence and supervised release. This gives the victims
the best way to get the money back quickly.
9) Why will giving you leniency protect the public from further crimes by you?
I’ve been trying to find a decent job in the last year to get a head start on restitution. Thinking
this was very easy it was not. Since I have to look at health issues and what I can do complicates
issues. Since my health failings my life has changed dramatically. I just want to take care of my
responsibilities and live the rest of my life in peace. I will not do anything else wrong the rest of
my life. I have done very well on bond an it should be a fine example of how I will accomplish
my life task.
10) Do you need educational training? Do you need medical care?
Yes I think something I can do in a field I can get into that can benefit me where I can pay all my
payments off. Seems background checks are my biggest hurdle so I definty need help in that
area.
In medical care of course. I have a primary doctor, a cardiologist and a liver specialist. I spend a
lot time between them and I try to take my meds and follow all the tests they ask me to do.
11) Why should the judge give you a break in determining the sufficient but not greater than
necessary sentence?
For my stupidity in early life I learned a lot for thirty years I’ve carried the burdens of those
errors in life. I had very hard times getting employment even turned down for schooling. When
I obtaining employment overseas it changed my life as it was based on my skill not my past.
When I came back to the U.S. I though enough times had passed but it was worse so I gave up.
My rock (my mother) got sick with dementia and she became worse physicaly and mentally
before my eyes. After she died my best friend was gone and I had to pick up the pieces. All the
bills funeral and nursing home just got worse. So that lead me to this dark tunnel and place. I
wish I just I had a decent job I would have never been so desperate at the time. Every day I’ve
doing penance since. I feel the greatest sentence is for me to work and pay my responsibilities.
I feel the greatest sentence would be to have me work and fullfill these goals.
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